Campus Recreation
Aquatics
COVID-19 Pool Guidelines

- Face covering/mask must fully cover the nose and mouth and is required at all times in the building except for when in the water ready to swim.
- Mask should be worn on the pool deck, when entering the pool, and when exiting the pool.
- When speaking to a Lifeguard on surveillance duty, please maintain a minimum of 6 feet of physical distance between yourself and the Lifeguard stand and keep conversations brief.
- Folding chairs will be placed on the pool deck in front of each lane. All even numbers lanes (2, 4, 6, 8) will require patrons to enter the pool on the deep end and all odd even number lanes (1, 3, 5, 7) will be required to enter the shallow end. The folding chairs will allow a specific location for patrons to place their face masks and towels.
- Please wipe down each chair with the provided gym wipes before and after use to ensure a clean surface for you and for the next patron.
- If patrons need to use the ladder to exit the pool, they must wait until the swimmers in the adjacent lanes are at the other end of the pool before crossing their lane.
- Please do not enter Aquatic Staff’s offices or closets.
- All Rec Swim lanes will be limited to 1 swimmer per lane.
- It is crucial for swimmers to clear their lane and the facility at the end of the time allotted. This will allow our staff to properly disinfect the area.
- Please refrain from spitting in the pool gutters/on the pool deck.